Abstract. The results of the WET and three-star techniques are compared for the detection of frequencies less than 1200 fiRz (15 minute periods or longer) on the basis of actual observing data. This comparison was made possible by a combined WET/DSN observing campaign during March and April 1993. The WET technique with continuous coverage shows a similar noise level down to a frequency of 300 /¿Hz and becomes unreliable at 150 fiHz where the use of the three-star technique becomes essential. A hybrid technique of observing the comparison stars once every hour considerably lowers the noise level relative to the WET technique, but nevertheless causes some photometric errors and spurious periods.
Introduction
During the last ten years, the Whole Earth Telescope (WET) has become the most publicized example of a successful worldwide telescope network to study variable stars. Such networks have become essential for the detection of multiple frequencies, which would otherwise be seriously affected by regular observing gaps. The operation of the WET has been described in detail by Nather et al. (1990) .
The Delta Scuti Network (DSN) also links a number of observatories for campaigns and is organized at the University of Vienna. The DSN is similar to the WET in the sense that one of the main aims is to obtain essentially continuous light curves, from which high-resolution, high signal-to-noise power spectra are computed.
There are some major differences between the photometric observing techniques used by the two networks. The WET technique is optimized to study periods less than 20 minutes (830 //Hz), while the DSN technique has been optimized to study multiple pulsation periods in the range of 0.5 to 12 hours (e.g. as found in Delta Scuti stars). The WET is able to achieve its excellent time coverage by not moving the telescope to observe comparison stars with the same channel, since a comparison star is observed in a second channel. Where a three-star photometer is available, sky variations are also monitored. The strength of the technique in the short-period domain is, in practice, accompanied by some stability problems for periods of one hour or more.
This long-term stability is the strength of the DSN, which uses the three-star technique. Stability is obtained through the following features:
1. Measurements are alternated between the variable and two comparison stars, CI and C2, respectively, with a cycle time of about five minutes for observations with a single filter. A single-channel photometer is sufficient, but with additional channels the cycling would be maintained. This cycling eliminates not only transparency changes of the atmosphere, but also equipment changes (drifts); 2. The use of two carefully selected comparison stars allows the confirmation of their constancy and to choose which one was not constant, if necessary; 3. A separation of a few degrees in the sky allows the calculation of differential extinction coefficients between the stars, which can then be compared to the directly derived coefficients. This permits the separation between possible observational problems such as time-variable extinction, transparency changes or tube drift; 4. Inspection of the light curves of (C1-C2) reveals those times at which the precision is low and the data should be discarded. This is particularly useful for the beginning and ends of the nights. The precision of measurement for each night can be calculated.
More details about the technique can be found in Breger (1993) . It is, therefore, the range of expected frequencies which determines the choice of observing technique. But at what frequency should one switch from one technique to the other? Or would a new scheme combining the best aspects of both techniques be best? These questions can, at least in part, be answered now because of the recent combined WET/DSN observing run.
Comparison of the WET and DSN results
The strengths of the two techniques in their respective frequencyranges have led to the recent GLOBUS campaign, which utilized both techniques simultaneously. Two stars were covered: the pre-white dwarf PG 1159-035 and the Delta Scuti star FG Vir. The results of the combined campaign can, in turn, be used to examine the two techniques; not from some idealized theoretical view, but from actual experience in the field with all the imperfections of reality.
There exist two nights where the two techniques were applied on two telescopes at the same observatory (2.1 and 0.76 m at McDonald Observatory, respectively). However, a comparison of the results of these two nights might be misleading because of minor instrumental and observer problems associated with one or both photometers. Consequently, we have chosen to compare two typical nights without known instrumental or weather problems: the WET run of March 18, 1993 in Australia (0.6 m telescope at the Siding Spring Observatory, observer Scot Kleinman) and the Texas three-star DSN night of April 5, 1993 (0.76 m at the McDonald Observatory, observer Gerald Handler). The measurements of the Delta Scuti variable FG Vir obtained through the V filter are shown in Fig. 1 .
Let us examine the reduction of these data sets and the results in more detail. The panels on the left side of Fig. 1 refer to the three-star DSN data with successive stages of reduction shown from top to bottom:
a) The counts per second for the variable star, V = FG Vir, and the two comparison stars, Cl and C2, are shown at the top. Measurements of the three stars were obtained in cycles of 8 minutes, because both the B and V filters were used. Note that due to the presence of moon light (near Full Moon), the sky counts for the three close stars are not the same and it was essential to measure the sky often, as well as separately, for each star. This further increased the cycle time and lowered the Nyquist frequency. b) The extinction coefficient, ky = 0.20, was determined from the two comparison stars. After applying the basic photometric and extinction reductions, the results shown in the middle left panel were obtained. We note the excellent agreement between the comparison stars, which suggests their constancy during the time of observation. Furthermore, both comparison stars indicate the same slow zero-point drift through the night, which can be ascribed to instrumental sensitivity drift or weather conditions. c) The reduction of FG Vir relative to the comparison stars eliminates both these slow and faster drifts and leads to the curves shown in the next panel. The light curves of FG Vir are not expected to repeat from cycle to cycle due to multiperiodicity. d) The combined data of the variable, FG Vir, covers several weeks and clearly shows the presence of at least nine frequencies. A comparison of the reduced data with the expected fit for this one night leaves the residuals shown in the lower left panel. The fit is good to 3.6 millimag per observation with the residuals caused by unresolved frequencies as well as remaining photometric errors.
The example shown is a standard reduction with the three-star technique. How do the results differ for a WET run (right panels of Fig. 1) ? The reductions shown here are the standard reductions made in Texas, although we have later rereduced all the WET data somewhat differently in order to optimize the application for longer periods. We are grateful to the Texas group for making these reductions available.
a) The panel at the top right of Fig. 1 shows the measured count rates for the variable star, FG Vir, a much fainter star in the second channel and in the sky. b) Application of the standard extinction corrections gave the figure shown in the middle panel. There exists a certain zero-point drift of several hundredths of a magnitude throughout the night. The choice of a nonstandard extinction coefficient reduces, but does not eliminate the drift. We note that the three-star data, discussed above, also show an instrumental drift, which could, however, be corrected in the reductions. c) The extension of the WET technique to lower frequencies needs an additional step of reduction, which requires some assumptions. This is the problem caused by not having measured comparison stars with the same channel. We note here that the second star ('a certain faint star') shows a different drift and cannot be used to solve the drift problem. We now assume that FG Vir has no long periods in the range of six hours or higher. Because of the existence of three-star data, this assumption can be tested and found to be valid. Consequently, the slow drift could be described by a second-order polynomial, which was an ad hoc choice. d) As for the three-star data, the residuals after applying the expected nine-frequency fit are quite good, although systematic deviations at the beginning and end of the night still exist. The average residual per single measurement of 0.004 mag is only slightly higher than for the three-star data.
The comparison of the two methods for the two individual nights suggests that the WET data are usable at longer periods than previously estimated. The frequency limit appears to be around 300 //Hz (periods of one hour), if it is known that the slow drifts are not caused by the star and are removed.
This suggestion is dramatically confirmed by the data of WET 0856 during the campaign XCOV7, when a Delta Scuti star (CoD -24°7599) was discovered by accident. The WET data alone, kindly supplied for analysis to the Vienna group, show seven pulsation frequencies as well as one 2f harmonic in the frequency range 310 -880 fiiiz (19 to 53 min). The results of these important data are in preparation (Handler et al. 1993) .
Can this comparison based on only one night of data for each technique be regarded as representative? In order to answer this question, we have again used the campaign data of FG Vir and subtracted the best nine-frequency solution. We then computed the noise spectrum up to the Nyquist frequency for data obtained at the McDonald Observatory with the three-star technique as well as the noise spectrum for the 12 nights of WET data for FG Vir. The data used for calculating the noise in Fig. 2 were obtained by J. C. Clemens, G. Handler, S. J. Kleinman, R. E. Nather, E. Serkowitsch, J.-E. Solheim, D. J. Sullivan, T. K. Watson, M. A. Wood and will be published in co-authored papers elsewhere. The WET data were used as reduced in Texas, with Polish and Israeli runs of poor quality removed. The results are shown in the two top panels. Normalization factors based on lengths of observation were found not to be necessary due to similar coverage. We note that:
1. At frequencies higher than 300 /.«Hz the noise levels are similar.
One might expect the three-star data to show a higher noise level than the continuous WET data due to the low cycling efficiency, but the difference is not seen; 2. Below 300 ¿/Hz, the WET technique shows a higher noise level, which becomes dramatic below 150 /xHz. This confirms the suggestion found earlier, viz. that the WET technique can be reliable up to periods of one hour; 3. The use of the second WET star in the other channel to improve the extinction correction provides only marginal improvement (see third panel of Fig. 2) , if at all.
Combining the best (?) of both techniques -the Hour technique
We have seen in the previous section that the most serious obstacle to extending the continuous WET observing technique to lower frequencies lies in the zero-point changes over one hour or longer. The use of a second channel does not eliminate this drift. Such changes could be fit by a low-order polynomial.
An obvious improvement might be to observe one or two comparison stars with the primary channel once every hour. We shall call this hybrid technique the Hour technique and examine its potential.
The Hour technique was tested during the recent FG Vir WET/DSN campaign. Four nights of data were obtained at the McDonald Observatory. The noise spectrum of these data is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . The diagram shows that, apart from the excellent results in the high frequency range up to 1200 /iHz, the noise at low frequencies is now considerably reduced.
The Hour technique can, therefore, be quite useful when both high and low-frequency coverage is desired. Nevertheless, the results are by far not as good as either those of WET or DSN in their respective optimum frequency ranges:
1. At high frequencies the aliasing due to the hourly observing gaps can produce some uncertainties, i.e. the alias peaks are separated by 280 ¿¿Hz. Of course, the alias peaks have a relatively low height due to the small gap in coverage. The origin of these small alias peaks can be examined by choosing slightly different gaps between observing the comparison stars. 2. At low frequencies, even during good weather conditions, there exist transparency variations with semicyclical behaviour. This is illustrated with data obtained on March 27, 1993 on the 0.76 m telescope at the McDonald Observatory with the three-star technique (observer G. Handler). Only the two comparison stars axe plotted in Fig. 3 . We can see that the atmospheric variations could produce systematic errors of 0.01 mag or higher with (spurious) power in the 300 /¿Hz range. But the effect of this potential problem could be reduced by examining an additional star in the second channel.
3. The danger exists that one of the two comparison stars used could be variable, which would be difficult to detect and prove with only about nine observations per night.
Conclusion
We have seen that a perfect observing technique for all frequency ranges does not exist. The choice of the optimum observing scheme depends on the range of frequencies of interest. The previous campaign shows two interesting frequency borders around 300 and 150 ¿/Hz: the WET technique with continuous coverage is reliable at frequencies as low as 300 //Hz and fails for frequencies less than 150 /iHz. The corresponding units in the period domain are about one and two hours, respectively. While the three-star technique can, theoretically, go up to the Nyquist frequency near 1500 //Hz, its lower duty cycle suggests a use at frequencies lower than 400 ¿¿Hz. Finally, the hybrid Hour technique can cover the complete frequency range of interest, but produces some aliasing and depends on absolutely excellent weather conditions and photometer performance.
